Foreman - Bug #24924
oVirt API v4 incorrectly enabled VM options
09/13/2018 06:20 AM - Hesham Ahmed

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: 
Category: Compute resources - oVirt
Target version: 
Difficulty: 
Triaged: No
Bugzilla link: 
Pull request: https://github.com/fog/fog-ovirt/pull/41
Fixed in Releases: 1.23.2
Found in Releases: 1.19.0

description
With v4 API enabled, the oVirt VM settings "Stateless", "Start in Pause Mode" and "Delete Protection" are enabled whenever we edit and save any settings (e.g. puppet classes) of the host in Foreman. Happens with oVirt 4.2.6 and Foreman 1.19

Related issues:
Related to Foreman - Tracker #19568: Migrate to oVirt APIv4 API Added
Related to Foreman - Bug #24808: Updating Host cause the parameters Stateless... Added

History
#1 - 09/13/2018 06:20 AM - Hesham Ahmed
- Related to Tracker #19568: Migrate to oVirt APIv4 API added

#2 - 09/13/2018 01:23 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Category set to Compute resources - oVirt

#3 - 05/07/2019 01:08 PM - ASOM Net
Any news on this ?
We have same problem with Ovirt 4.3.3 and Foreman 1.20

#4 - 07/02/2019 10:10 AM - Miha Verlic
- Related to Bug #24808: Updating Host cause the parameters Stateless,Start in Pause Mode and Delete Protection be checked. added

#5 - 11/14/2019 02:48 PM - Shira Maximov
- Status changed from New to Resolved
- Fixed in Releases 1.23.2 added
- Pull request https://github.com/fog/fog-ovirt/pull/41 added